ARTONI TRASPORTI GETS EVEN SMARTER: ARTONIEXPEDIT
“GUARANTEED” DELIVERY SERVICE MAKE THEIR DEBUT

AND

THE

NEW

ArtoniExpedit: a comprehensive express service with pioneering solutions for Italian
enterprises
REGGIO EMILIA 09.10.2014 - Forwarding freight for the past eighty years and dealing, day
after day, with Italian companies in all sectors and of all sizes is an important competitive
advantage that Artoni Trasporti of Reggio Emilia now puts to use by simplifying and combining
its domestic services (Artoni, Expedit and Urgent) to create a single proposal: ArtoniExpedit,
an express road transport service that provides companies with innovative options. Smarter
solutions that help Italian enterprises to become more competitive, since they'll now be able to
count on faster, leading-edge freight forwarding services. An innovation called ArtoniExpedit,
a comprehensive express delivery service for all forwarding requirements, from envelopes to
parcels and pallets, without limitations as to weight or volume.
ArtoniExpedit is now even more efficient. Besides ensuring fast deliveries, our customer
companies can take advantage of an even more competitive service.
Another of the important innovations is a special transport option that focuses on on-time
deliveries within the standard time-frame: just activate the ArtoniExpedit “Guaranteed”
option.
Against payment of a small surcharge, the “Guaranteed” option allows you to be certain that
your freight will be delivered within the ArtoniExpedit standard time-frame. In addition, you’ll
benefit from the “money-back” formula that entitles you to ask for the surcharge to be
reimbursed if delivery is late.
Along with the Artoni Pharma controlled-temperature service, these important innovations are
part of the industrial plan implemented by Artoni Trasporti which forecasts 3-4% average
annual growth until 2018, until reaching a turnover of some 250 million euro and almost 5
points overall increase in margin.
ARTONI TRASPORTI
Artoni is now one of the major Italian enterprises in the Transport and Integrated Logistics
sector. It works with some 13,000 customer companies and deals with almost 7 million
shipments a year. Thanks to a network of 70 branches scattered throughout Italy, Artoni
provides a vast range of domestic and international freight transport services, and plans
logistic and supply chain management solutions. For further details: www.artoni.com
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